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Culinary
Everyday Baking from Everyday Food
Introduced by Martha Stewart and hosted by world-class baker John Barricell, Everyday
Baking from Everyday Food teaches viewers and home bakers how to master baking and
finishing skills for a tasty and beautiful result.

TasteThis!
Taste This! with Joseph Ciminera is a new approach to cooking on
television for the 21st century. It’s goodbye to the average stovetop
and microwave cooking and hello to the realm of a new and
exciting cooking show!

 America’s Test Kitchen
America’s Test Kitchen remains as energetic and ambitious as ever.
The ATK team, comprised of familiar faces and newcomers,
rigorously tests more than 50 new recipes to help chefs find
success in the kitchen. Anchored by Cooks llustrated Editor-in-
Chief Chris Kimball in the bustling test kitchen studio, expert chefs explore delicious
recipes and ingredients, new cooking technologies, and the science of food.

Gourmet’s Diary of a Foodie
The edgy and provocative Gourmet’s Diary of a Foodie provides
exclusive entrée into the passionate inner circle of the food world
to uncover the latest cutting-edge food trends, must-use
ingredients, kitchen gadgets, and food destinations. The series
affords viewers privileged access to an arsenal of trusted industry
journalists and epicurean experts who deliver compelling food
stories from all around the globe.

Simply Ming
Simply Ming provides both the curious beginner and the culinary
expert with more palate-pleasing recipes. Emmy® award-winning
chef Ming Tsai simplifies East-West cooking even further by
focusing on two main ingredients: one East, one West. From
cilantro and bacon to Chinese black beans and butter, Ming
creates quick, delicious, flavor-packed dishes that fuse the best of both culinary worlds.
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Jacques Pépin: More Fast Food My Way
Culinary icon Jacques Pépin returns with a new line-up of healthy, home-cooked meals in
Jacques Pépin: More Fast Food My Way. This season, Pépin creates nearly 100 delicious
recipes for every occasion—from a light snack to an elegant dinner — using readily
available fresh foods, supermarket staples, and simple techniques.

Mexico – One Plate at a Time
For six exciting seasons, the critically acclaimed Mexico – One Plate at a Time
has given public television viewers a taste of the flavors, the people, the stories,
and the fun of Mexico. Beloved chef, restaurateur, author, teacher, and culinary
adventurer Rick Bayless seamlessly weaves techniques, recipes, cultural
musings, and a generous helping of off-the-wall surprises to create a whole new
kind of cooking show.

Bake, Decorate, Celebrate
It’s time to Bake, Decorate, and Celebrate; you’re invited to celebrate all of the
occasions in your life with sweet treats. No prior experience needed—cake
decorating has never been so easy and fun. Each week includes a feature theme
and specialty cakes for that occasion plus adaptations for other events. We also have a
second related project with other ideas for that celebration. And last we feature a third
project with related ideas for that special party.

Lidia’s Italy
Lidia’s Italy elebrates the land famed chef Lidia Bastianich calls home.
Lidia journeys throughout her native Italy to sample local specialties
from Rome, Naples, Sicily, Treviso, Trieste, and Padua. Back in her
kitchen, Lidia — frequently joined by family, friends and guest chefs
— prepares two or three dishes inspired by her travels.

Made in Spain
Hosted by Chef Jose Andres, this series highlights the extraordinary
culinary traditions of Spain. Andres goes to the great restaurants,
wineries, and farms of Spain, and introduces many of Spain's greatest
artisan cheese makers, wine makers, and restaurateurs. In every episode, he brings the
flavors of Spain home to his Washington, DC, restaurant kitchen, where he recreates
authentic Spanish dishes with products found stateside.


